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The Sweeties (aka the Sweethearts of Sigma), Sigma Studios, Philadelphia, date 
unknown 

Lynn Mabry and Edna Holt performing with Talking Heads, Stop Making Sense 
(1984)

The Ikettes with Tina Turner

The Raeletts on stage with Ray Charles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Broadly, my research is interested in hidden histories of popular music cultures and practices. More specifically my work is concerned with exploring and thinking about the ways in which the backing/ground voice has been used within popular music and the implications of these uses as they relate to race and gender, and how a tracing, or following of the background via the ear and through listening provide an alternative history of popular music and its cultures that, to follow Daphne Brooks, unfolds on another frequency. Notably, there is no definitive history of the back-up, backing, or background vocalist within popular music histories, yet their presence, or omnipresence as musicologists Susan Fast and Jacqueline Warwick point out, within popular music is unmistakable.    In the following presentation….I would like to discuss how we might consider the archive of the BG as distinctly aural determined via the ear rather than the eye. To do this I am going to share some of the work I have done relating the BG in US based pop of the 1960s.To do this I would like to begin by briefly introducing how this research began many years ago whilst reorganising my record collectonSusan Fast, ‘Genre, Subjectivity and Back-up Singing in Rock Music’, in The Ashgate Research Companion to Popular Musicology, ed. Derek B. Scott (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2009), 171–89; Jacqueline Warwick, ‘“And the Colored Girls Sing...” Backup Singers and the Case of The Blossoms’, in Musicological Identities: Essays in Honour of Susan McClary, ed. Steve Baur, Raymond Knapp, and Jacqueline Warwick (Oxford: Routlege, 2016).



The Organising Ear

The Andantes in the studio with Marvin Gaye and Kim 
Weston 

The Blossoms performing on Shindig, 1964
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Presentation Notes
Interested in the construction of the background group as it emerged in the pop music of the 1960s.In one of my many attempts to organise my record collection I once again sat on the floor surrounded by seven-inch singles. In my attempts to organise I found myself continually reshuffling handfuls of small discs via label, year, artist, genre and so on. In my attempts to reorganise this personal archive, I began playing many of the records I was sifting through; ultimately reminding myself over and over that each was a favourite. As my hands and eyes busied themselves with centre-labels and paper sleeves my ears settled themselves on listening and in doing so found their own means of organising. Upon setting the stylus down on The Four Tops single “Ask the Lonely” my ears noted the presence of voices that they were certain they had only just a moment ago encountered on a different record. 



“It is through their voices that we hear Motown unfold.” 
- (Finney, 2022)

The Andantes: Jackie Hicks, Marlene Barrow, and Louvain Demps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As these voices expanded across the opening section of the song my ear sought out these voices in the rest of my collection. As I listened my ear queried whether these were the same voices on further recordings from the Four Tops such as 1967s “Bernadette” and 1964s “Baby, I Need Your Loving” as well  Marvin Gaye’s singing ‘Ain’t That Peculiar”, and Mary Wells “My Guy”  - not only this but as my ear attuned to these voices it came to wonder whether these were the voices heard on “I’m Too Far Gone To Turn Around” by Bobby Blue Bland and Edwin Starrs “S.O.S”.  Indeed they were.  Part Two: The Andantes The voices belonged to Marlene Barrow, Louvain Demps and Jackie Hicks known as The Andantes. Worked with Motown between 1961 and 1970 when Motown left Detroit for Los Angeles. Thought to have contributed to approx. twenty thousand recordings. Signal important cultural work often dismissed or downplayed. used by Motown in different ways...Straight forward back up (call and response)Vocal enhancementVocal replacements  
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The Background as Aural Archive

“The ungeographic nature of the back/ing/ground is rooted
not in any inherent untraceability, but rather the ways in
which it is rendered untraceable due to the absence of
accredited labour. Without the usual referents regarding
who is singing the back/ing/ground exists outside of the
tangible stability of what is ordinarily archivable or
mappable. Rather, the back/ing/ground must be understood
as an ever-unfolding aural archive.” (Finney, 2022)

The Darnells, Too Hurt to Cry (Too Much in Love to 
Say Goodbye), (1963, Gordy Records) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notably, Barrow, Demps, and Hicks aka The Andantes were rarely provided credit for their work. They are often left out of centre-labels and liner notes. Rather they their presence is encountered through listening.  Regarding vinyl recordings, it is important to point out how their voices are rarely identified on centre labels. Rather, the physical vinyl object must be listened to discover whether their voices are present. (Not only this, but TA and TB  often had their group moniker changed to a different name, if written at all.)When dealing with physical artefacts such as vinyl recordings we might look to the physical traits of the object such as the sleeve, centre-label, liner notes, and matrix numbers etched into the run out groove as well as pressing plant details to understand “the history of the musical material and the history of the physical disc’s creation.” Yet as with groups such as TA they are largely absent or unidentifiable from these elements. The absence of stable accreditation means that they must be encountered through listening, registering as a distinctly aural archive. Yet even as an aural archive their identity remains unstable.The Darnells Read quote Fanbase controversy Liam Maloney and John Schofield, ‘Records as Records: Excavating the DJ’s Sonic Archive’, Archives and Recirds: Teh Journal of Archives and Records Association 42, no. 2 (2021): 1–24.



Deep Archives

“complexity and boundaries, or edges beyond 
ordinary or habitual understandings – i.e. “the 
subject is too deep for me” or “she is a deep 
one”. 

Pauline Oliveros (2005)

“[T]hrough deep listening, the voices of The
Andantes […] become a constellation of
vocalisations that sound beyond the foreground
signalling an alternative terrain of pop muso-
cultural production.

(Finney, 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The histories of the back/ing/ground are embedded within the histories of other artists, organisations, performances, record labels and producers For example, used as vocal enhancements to refine or boost the vocals of others, The Andantes voices are often embedded deep into recordings, enveloping the voices of others to produce the sound that label owner Berry Gordy desired. The Andantes are also used as replacements for group members who were unable to record due to touring schedules, or in-group issues. To conceptualize the archive of the back/ing/ground, then, we must consider it a deep archive, both complex and boundless. To consider the boundlessness of the back/ing/ground is to acknowledge the vast and unfolding ways in which the voice as, in, and of the back/ing/ground has been used. In Deep Listening: A Composers Sound Practice composer and musician Pauline Oliveros describes how the word ‘deep’ is related to “complexity and boundaries, or edges beyond ordinary or habitual understandings – i.e. “the subject is too deep for me” or “she is a deep one”. A subject that is “too deep” surpasses one’s present understanding or has too many unknown parts to grasp easily.” The archive of the back/ing/ground is a deep one. The individual archives of The Andantes is deep. As previously stated, the boundaries of this archives remains unclear where it is difficult to determinedly outline the exact number of recordings on which they feature, yet it is through listening that their archives can begin to be understood.    The archive of The Andantes is incomplete. Used in the studio the  group did not always know what recordings their voices might be used. As such their archive is fragmented. At times their voices only sound on certain parts of a song or are mixed with the voices of others. Other times they have been used to replace the vocals of known figures leading to confusion, and debate as to a determinable archive. [T]hrough deep listening, the voices of The Andantes […] become a constellation of vocalisations that sound beyond the foreground signalling an alternative terrain of pop muso-cultural production.  Pauline Oliveros, Deep Listening: A Composers Sound Practice (New York, Lincoln, and Shanghai: iUniverse inc, 2005), 14.



Listening For The Archive

“Listening […] becomes not about certainty, but a
form of spectral witnessing whereby the
back/ing/ground remains sensed rather than
perceived.” (Finney, 2022)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Considering the archive of The Andantes as unstable due to their identities being absent or obscured from the recordings on which they feature, the archive of the back/ing/ground must be considered differently. TA’s archive is hidden within other archives where their voices, their phonic labor is encountered via the ear. The archive of The Andantes is not only rooted within the archives of Motown, but other local recording companies. When following their voices and hearing them on recordings outside of Motown the archives of Motown are collapsed and reconfigured. The back/ing/ground forces us to rethink the archive as neither stable nor easily accessible, rather the archive of the back/ing/ground is a fragmented network that can only be encountered through listening for those voices sounding in, of, and from the back/ing/ground. In attending to those which have been ignored and made invisible, both Daphne Brooks and Brandon Labelle lay out their method through modes of listening. I use the word ‘attending’ here, as Brooks lays out her approach in a way that signals a moving towards the material, a getting close not only to the detail of the material, but the detail as to what we consider the material of the archive to be. For Brooks, to attend to the archival loss of Black womens’ shaping of popular music cultures she asserts the need to attune to what is already ‘out there’. To do this requires a “listening out for” and a paying attention to what has been ignored. Brooks offers the strategy of “listening out for” and “listening hard” to the lower frequencies on which these archives resonate. Similarly, Labelle points to a mode of acousmatic listening to address the disappeared. Similar to Brooks’s method of ‘listening hard’ and ‘listening out for’, Labelle’s use of the acousmatic signals a listening beyond what is visible. For Labelle the acousmatic provides a way of “reading through” the limits of visibility as a way to “contend with the silences of the withdrawn”    Brooks emphasis on the role of listening within archival work is valuable to this project as it signals a way of listening and of a mode of attention that does not necessarily seek to make visible those that have been rendered absent, invisible, or erased, but to question and consider the implications of these conditions. The archive of the back/ing/ground unfolds on another frequency where those that labour there, in this space behind the lead, or offstage, or heard on a record yet not named, are, as Brooks points out are “culture makers, who often labour right in front of our […] ears without our recognition of the magnitude of their import.” More than this the voices that are encountered in this work have been symbolically tuned to a lower frequency, made to be thought of as subsidiary and inconsequential, obscure, and incidental yet they are none of these things. Rather, they are a prominent part of the popular music that emerged during the 1960s producing a crucial part of the sounds that were to become associated with record labels such as Motown - Yet, they have been largely left out of discussions regarding these histories, heard across numerous recordings of the period yet unnamed and largely unknown.        There is, as of yet, no distinct archive that addresses the back/ing/ground. Unlike Daphne Brooks’s subjects whose work, although absent, or made silent, is by and large accessible as material such as recordings, images, and additional ephemera, what we might consider archival material of the back/ing/ground remains at times difficult to identify. The issue, or perhaps interest, when thinking about the back/ing/ground group, especially The Andantes and The Blossoms is that identifying their presence on recordings is at times difficult, as they are largely unnamed, or experience a name change. Not only this, but in the case of The Andantes, their voices are not clearly heard, in that they were not only used as back/ing/ground in singing ‘back up’ vocals, but their voices were recorded, layered, and dubbed onto existing vocal recording to ‘enhance’ the sound of those vocals. In this way their voices become embedded and entangled within the voices of another. Here it is not that they have simply been made to disappear, but their disappearance is replaced by the appearance of another, who in turn is made to disappear. Their erasure via the additional presence of anothers voice, or the presence of anothers identity named on the recording is a “process of erasure that redoubles and marks the erasure” of Black women musicianship and work within popular music histories more broadly. This doubling of disappearance, for The Andantes means that their presence is only recoverable through a mode of listening that cannot fully grasp their presence. Listening, then, becomes not about certainty, but a form of “spectral witnessing” whereby the back/ing/ground remains sensed rather than perceived. 
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